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Icy' aura blankets
Paris peace talks
PARIS (APi ■ The talks between
t.'enry A Kissinger and Le Due Tho
resumed yesterday in an apparently
icy atmosphere An aura of grim confrontation hung over the new efforts to
negotiate a Vietnam peace settlement
President Nixon's security advisor
and the North Vietnamese Politburo
member conferred for I1, hours in a

Applications
available for
sub-council
Applications are now available for
students interested in a position on the
proposed budget sub-council
Jeff Sherman, president of the
Student Body Organization iSBO>. said
yesterday applications will be available in 405 Student Services Bldg until
Friday
Any full-time student in good
academic standing with the University
may apply
Five of the seven undergraduate
seats on the sub-council will be filled
by an SB0 screening committee with
the remaining two to be occupied by
the permanent representatives to
Budget Council.
The sub-council would make recommendations to the University's Budget
Council for allocating the $50-perquarter student general fee
Sherman said a student may apply
for membership on the sub-council
regardless of whether or not he belongs
to one of the organizations receiving
money from the general fees
Screening will begin the week of Jan
22.

Communist-owned villa in suburban
Gif-sur-Yvette.
It was their first meeting since the
talks were suspended Dec 13 and
President Nixon ordered resumption of
bombing attacks on the North
Vietnamese heartland
FOR THE FIRST time, there were
no smiles or handshakes between the
two sides, and Tho left Kissinger
standing on the doorstep lor almost •
minute without sending an aide to
escort him inside
Kissinger finally pushed open the
door and walked in. followed by deputy
assistant secretary of slate. William
Sullivan, and other aides
At the end of the meeting, the North
Vietnamese again broke with long
established custom and conspicuously
failed to escort the Americans to the
door
Kissinger left without his familiar
smile
As usual, there was no official word
on what was discussed, but the I'anoi
delegation said the two sides would
meet again this morning
COMMUNIST sources said privately
that Tho's snub to Kissinger was a
reflection of the strong feelings
aroused in North Vietnam by the
bombing of I'anoi and I'aiphong in
which thousands of civilians were
claimed killed or injured
South Vietnam's independent future
and an effective ceasefire machinery
were apparently at the core of the
continuing discussions

BOTH POINTS were mentioned in
the agreement drafted by Kissinger
and Tho in October President Nguyen
Van Thieu denounced that draft as a
prescription for suicide for South

Vietnam because of ambiguities in the
text and the absence ol any requirement for withdrawal ol North
V iiiTiamese troops from the South
There was no official word from
Saigon that Thieu has changed his
mind But Tho asserted on arrival here
Saturday that unless the United States
accepted the October dralt essentially
in its original form it would have to
face .i continuation of the war
In his only public statement since
returning to Paris, Kissinger implied
that the CUITenI series ol talks mighl
be a final effort to reach agreement on
the basis of the October draft
ARRIVING FROM Washington on
Sunday, he said President Nixon had
sent him back lor one more major
effort to conclude the negotiations.
in Washington. Defense Secretary
Melvin R l.aird told the 1'ouse Armed
Services Committee thai it Ihe talks
should fail. South Vietnam would be
virtually ready to lake over its own
defense without American logistic, air
or ground support

Rolling
along

M#wv0n#to by asaveM t. tsesssssi
like real derby champ*, from left, Peggy Blake, freshman (A4\S), Cherie Stme,
freshman (Ed.), and Sue Thomas, freshman (Ed.), roller skate their way
through the concrete walks between Moteley and University haNs.

New Orleans snipers sought
NEW ORLEANS lAPl - i'eavily
armed police rushed a rooftop hotel
bunker yesterday afternoon in a search
for snipers who killed six persons and
wounded 17 others
But they found no trace of the
gunmen who began shooting and
burning more than 24 hours earlier,
and the officers began combing Ihe
hotel
At one point there was a report that
one gunman was trapped in an air-

conditioning duct, but a search turned
up no one
A police radio commander said after
the assault on the bunker "The roof is
secure and Ihere is nothing up there
Another policeman said officers would
begin a floor-by-floor, room-by-room
search of the hotel, which wa>
evacuated earlier
THE OFFICERS climbed to the roof
of the 18-storv Downtown Coward

Johnson I'otel, cautiously approached
the concrete elevator shaft where the
snipers were believed holed up and
fired through a doorway
Wielding axes, police forced open the
door and other officers followed with
repeated rounds of automatic fire.
There was no immediate indication
that the fire was returned.
Three policemen fell, apparently hit
in the legs by ricocheting bullets. None
was believed seriously hurt

Residence halls flash 'no vacancy' sign
A waiting list lor University residence halls has been dissolved because
no further vacancies are expected this
quarter. Robert Rudd. director of residence services, said yesterday
On Dec IS. 32 students were waiting
for an on-campus room assignment
Last week the number grew to 80-44
men and 36 women
Rudd said his office was able to help
21 women find housing, leaving 44 men
and 15 women without on-campus
rooms
Students who didn I receive dormitory assignments were given the alternative of living off campus this quarter, but they must return to campus
spring quarter.
Other alternatives were to commute
to classes if students met the University's commuter requirements, to wait
until spring quarter to return to school
or to attend a branch campus

THE UNIVERSITY can house about
7.900 students But.49 spaces were lost
in Conklin fall this quarter because
rooms were converted into study
rooms and lounges
Students wanting to move on campus
for winler quarter have had no
problem in the past because (here are
usually more vacancies than people
wanting rooms. Rudd said.
This year there is a tremendous
retention rate in the dormitories We
estimate how many students will
transfer, graduate, withdraw or marry
within the quarter The retention rate
is much higher than we expected." he
said.
As the vacancies occurred this year.
the University had students who
already had first priority for the
rooms Rudd said the demand for
rooms came from three sources:
--Students who lived off campus fall

POLICE appeared perplexed by Ihe
disappearance of the snipers from the
rooftop There also was confusion
about just how many snipers remained
alive
The trouble began Sunday morning.
Authorities were called to the hotel to
put out small fires, apparently set by
the gunmen. When firemen tried to put
out the blaze, they were shot
The gunmen firsl raced from floor to
floor of the hotel, then took over the
roof.

quarter because the dormitories were
filled and were required to move on
campus.
-Students who attended summer session instead of the fall term either
because they applied too late for
admission or had to make up grade
deficiencies.
Because residence halls are usually
full during Ihe tail quarter, summer
session students are deferred until
winler quarter.
-Newly-admitted
freshmen
and
transfer students in need of rooms.

Each person in a three-man room
gets $5 per week credit on Ins account
"We chose to use three-man rooms
for those men who paid before Dec I
and reassign them as vacancies occur.
At Miami University. 40 men slept in a
lounge until vacancies opened I think
our way is better ."
The housing office assisted men
needing off-campus housing Because
all the women found housing or chose
another alternative, the services
weren't available for them.
Rudd
said

Rudd said stable room and board
rates at the University have also kept
the dormitories filled
University President Hollis A
Moore Jr said in November Ihal bar
ring any
unusual circumstances,
room and board rales lor the 1973-74
academic year will not be raised.
Strict enforcement
of
housing
regulations "may have had some
bearing" on the overflow situation.
But you have to build up a backlog
by strict enforcement before you can
ease upon the regulations." Rudd said.

"HOUSING WAS MUCH more critical for men." Rudd said "Twenty-one
rooms in Rodgers and Kohl are
housing three, instead of two men."
Rudd said as vacancies for men
occur, the three-man rooms will be
eliminated, hopefully within a few
weeks.

WHY ARE UNIVERSITY residence
halls filled, while al some universities
dormitories stand empty''
'it's a multi-faceted thing. Rudd
said.
He said the nearly $1.8 million allocated last year to dormitory renovation
has helped maintain a full house."

Galloway leery
of job figures
Statistics released yesterday predicting a 16 per cent increase in the
number of jobs available for this year's
college graduates could be misleading
James Galloway, director of the University's Office of Career Planning and
Placement, said yesterday the figures
compiled by the College Placement
Council, a national organization, may
not represent a true picture of today's
job market
Substantial hiring increases for five
groups-women, minority groups, engineers, salesmen and accountantsmay have moved the overall hiring
average up to an unrealistic level, he
said.

Aewlelsd Press Wir.pn.to

Foggy
morning

About 10 feet from the elevator shaft
lay the body of a sniper, killed Sunday
by police marksmen who flew over the
rooftop in a Marine helicopter.

Silhouetted against foggy morning skies, a
Dubuque, Idaho girl walks with her dog through

Hora Park. The misty scene projects a sense of timelessness in an almost dreamlike world.

"THE JOB picture is better than last
year, but I wouldn't say it's up 16 per
cent." Galloway said.
According to a second set of statistics compiled by Dr. Frank Endicolt.
professor emeritus of education at
Northweslern University, hiring for
women should go up 35 per cent this
year.
Dr Endicott's figures also predicted
a 42 rJer cent increase on the bachelor's
degree level for engineers.
Galloway agreed there is a real need
for persons in the five groups reporting
substantial hiring increases.
But he said there is still a definite
lack of jobs for most teachers, government employees and persons majoring
in arts or sciences
For these people, a 16 per cent

Meanwhile, a police source close to
the investigation told The Associated
Press thai the snipers have been identified as the gunmen who wounded a
police officer as he answered a burglar
alarm New Year's Eve.
The source said that before beginning their siege at the hotel Sunday the
gunmen killed a witness who could
identify them as the police assailants.
He said the snipers had been jailed in
neighboring Jefferson Parish last week
and in Dallas. Tex . a few days earlierboth times on gun charges.

average increase in hiring probably
won't mean much
The College Placement Council
reported jobs for liberal arts and other
nonbusiness majors would go up by
only four per cent this year.
IT ALSO predicted a 20 per cent increase in hiring persons with Ph.D's. a
22 per cent increase for those with
masters degrees and a 15 per cent increase for persons with bachelor's
degrees.
"I can't believe the statistics on
I'M IK. Galloway said "Hiring might
be up in some Ph.D areas, but not
overall ",
He said there is also not that much
of a demand" for persons holding a
masters degree in business administration
Galloway said he is slightly disturbed by reports that create a false
illusion that the job market is way up "
On the local level, he said the
number of recruiters planning to visit
the Bowling Green campus this year is
somewhat higher than last year
"WE'RE finally breaking through a
little." he said.
However, recruiters are much more
selective and are taking a much closer
look al grades, he said.
In addition, he said any hiring increases will be partially offset by the
larger number of students graduating
this vear
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housing code
For off-campus students, the mention of a more stringent
housing code in Bowling Green excites little reaction
Victims of small town politics and powerful landlords, such
students are at the mercy of committees and councils that are
quick to deliberate, slow to act.
The planning and zoning committee, chaired by Dr. Thomas
Anderson, is currently involved in studying housing code plans
One proposal is a city code, the other would involve
strengthening the county code.
If passed, either could improve potential slum areas, stabilize
property values and give students what they pay for.
Although we think it obvious that the city needs and the
residents deserve a comprehensive, enforced housing code, "the
powers that be" seem to want more evidence.
We urge students to submit specific examples of substandard
housing in writing to Dr. Anderson. 1043 Revere Drive. Bowling
Green 43402
We need the code. Let's not leave the civic leaders any room
for doubt.
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peace talks
Spouting some hard talk about making only "one more major
effort" to negotiate an end to the Vietnam war. presidential
advisor Henry Kissinger flew to Paris last weekend for
yesterday's resumption of the peace talks.
Just "one more major effort?"
Meaning if North Vietnamese negotiators don't do what
Kissinger and Nixon want, the United States will never make
another effort to end the war?
Or does it mean the President will officially resume the
Christmas bombing fiasco that hasn't really ended? (Although
the United States is no longer bombing the NORTHERN half of
North Vietnam, we dropped more than 1.000 tons of explosives on
the southern half on Saturday and Sunday alone.)
Jusl what alternative does the Nixon administration have to
the Paris peace talks except an immediate withdrawal from
Vietnam, which the President has consistently refused?
Kissinger's statement yesterday sounds like nothing more than
a childish dare-if you don't let me pitch. I'll take my baseball
and go home.
That's hardly conducive to fruitful negotiations.
The Vietnam war should have ended a long, long time ago. Bui
instead the Nixon administration has adhered to a belief that
coercion will end the killing faster than a withdrawal from
Southeast Asia-coercion through bombing, coercion through an
outdated hard line at the negotiating table.
If the new round of talks is to end that murderous war, U.S.
negotiators had better start showing the kind of good faith they
continually demand from their North Vietnamese counterparts.

nixon tactics obvious
By WHiiam F. Buckley Jr.
On (he whole, it is sensible to take
(he side of Congress against the
Executive, up until you rome rlose to
spilling over in(o the kind ul chaos
mercifully ended by Charles de Gaulle
when he filled up the great cavities ol
(he Fourth Hepublic.
We are no( near to thai kind ol
anarchy in (he United States, and i( is
therefore (he operalive presumption
that the White I'ouse has entirely loo
much power.
Thai said, one makes the
distinctions The Congress of the
United Sla(es has luxuriated in
hypocrisy (or a very long lime
ON THE ONE hand il resents
characteristic executive usurpation, on
Ihe other hand il a i does nothing about
it; and bi is always there
strengthening the* hand of the
executive.

The typical bill passed nowadays by
Congress gives the President the
power to invoke or not lo invoke this or
that measure, gives him the
responsibility for naming Ihe members
ol this or Ihe other board; passes
sense-of-the-Congress
resolutions
while ignoring Ihe simpler remedy of
decreeing how things shall be
And of course in matters economic,
il is particularly fond ol passing lazy
inflationary bills and expecting Ihe
President to veto them; or. if he fails
to do so. contriving somehow to blame
Ihe President for the inflation that
ensues
The focus of Congressional
resentment, at this writing, is the
recent bombing of North Vietnam, and
the refusal of Mr. Rogers and Mr
Kissinger lo appear before a Senate
committee to "explain'" the
President's decision.
ALL KINDS OF things are being

weapons against disease
By Nicholas voa Hoffman
■ When thalidomide. the drug that
deforms letuses. was taken off the
market, the news of this dramatic act
by the Federal Drug Administration
was presented as a rare and unusual
Occurrence The impression the public
•as given was that there had been a
strange
flukish.
one-of-a-kind
accident
'■ It would be closer to Ihe truth to say
lihe thalidomide incident was more of
an ordinary occurrence than we'd like
to believe New drugs with awful
Consequences-artfully called "side
fffecls"-are pumped out on Ihe
market all the time.

When the people and institutions
responsible for them are questioned
they answer that this is the price of
progress
BUT ARE WE MAKING any
progress or has medical research run
out of ideas and fruitful hypotheses?
The efforts in areas like cancer and
arthritis look more like the
search lor Ihe philosopher s stone than
they do science
While medicine continues to do new
and belter Ihings with traumatic
injuries, with diseases like cancer and
arthritis-and even heart trouble-Ihe
doctors have plainly run out ol gas.
For the most part they can't define
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these disorders, they have no blinking
idea what their causes may be. and
they can't even begin to explain why
one person gets them and another,
living in much the same environment,
doesn't.
One man who does have some ideas
about where to start looking is Roger
J. Williams, a professor of
biochemistry at the University of
Texas.
WILLIAMS HAS A string of
credentials to show he's no quack ~ a
president of the American Chemical
Society, a member of the National
Academy of Sciences and the
President's Advisory Panel on Pearl
Disease In addition, he's spent a
career working in vitamin research
and studying life at the level of the cell
Pe thinks: "The most basic weapons
in the light againsl disease are Ihose
ignored by modern medicine the
numerous nutrients that the cells of
our bodies need." i Quoted from
"Nutrition Against Disease:
Environmental Prevention" by Roger
J. Williams. Pitman Publishing
Corporation. New York, 1971. $7.50)
Now. don't go running to your doctor
to ask him if he agrees There is a good
chance that you know as much as your
doctor about the field
"The very few people who should
have been able to give expert
guidance, about nutrition have, in
fact, virtually abandoned the field. II
more doctors really were experts with
respect to nutrition and heredity, they
would be able to give their patients
sufficiently intelligent advice so that
quackery and faddism could have very
little scope A depressing aspect of the
situation is that the laymen's
intuitions, uninformed as they may be.
are more often justified than the
physician's neglect."
THUS YOUR DOCTOR, your
advertising agency and the guy who
fixes your car will tell you that
avoiding polyunsaturated fats will keep
your heart healthy The same three
savants will also tell you that

cholesterol is what gives you hardening
of the arteries.
They don't know what Williams, the
biologist, could tell them: "Cholesterol
is an absolute essential for our bodies
all through life" and that if you eat less
of it. your body will manufacture it.
but that if you don't want it building up
and clogging your arteries, you'd be
better advised (o consume a scarcely
known but inexpensive substance
called lecithin.
All of this is by way of illustrating
Williams' main point, which is that we
are all a unique combination of
heredity and a complex nutrition
involving vitamins, minerals,
hormones, enzymes and some yet-tobe-isolated substances; and it is this
complexity and interaction of many
biochemicals that determines why one
mat? will contact tuberculosis and
another man won't, why one person
will get cancer and another person
won't.
WILLIAMS IS THE first person to
say thai the hypotheses he's advancing
are yet to be proven out. but more and
more evidence ol a more and more
persuasive nature is accumulating that
it is in these directions that medical
research should be moving.
Read his book and learn what is
already known about the etiology of
nutrition and alcoholism or arthritis or
the mental retardation of unborn
babies, and the least you'll say is that
obstetricians without up-todate knowledge of the field are hardly
better than quacks.
American medical science is. as
Williams points out. the captive of its
own doctrinaire orthodoxies, and it
isn't going to change without a boot in
the tail from lay people. We can't keep
on letting the doctors say. "Shut up.
we're looking for a cure."
We have to hound our personal
physicians, too. If all they know about
nutrition is lo say some inanely
ignorant thing like "eat a balanced
diet." we've got to tell them they
should turn off Marcus Welby and read
a few books, starting with Roger
Williams
|N«»IIIH,I«I.II

deduced from the President's recent
reclusiveness. but a few critical
observations are usually left unmade,
to wit:
I) A president who plays with the
press, as kittenishly as FDR or JFK is
potentially more dangerous than the
President who is aloof from (he press
Belter that the press should be
presumptively skeptical of presidential
operations, than that it should treat the
President unctuously, in reaction (o his
charm or openhandedness.
21 What is it expected that Mr. Nixon
could have said to the press to explain
his decision to proceed wi(h (he
bombing''
"Mr President do you really
believe that the carpet bombing ol
North Vietnam is going to bring I'anoi
to the negotiating (able with further
concessions'"
HOW WOULD MR. NIXON have
answered that question responsibly"
If he had said that he did believe the
bombing would work, he'd have
strengthened
North Vietnamese
resolution to resist the pressure of Ihe
bombing.
If he had said that he did not believe
the bombing would work, he'd have
raised the question why he had
resorted (o it
If he had said (hat he did no( know
whether the bombing would work, he'd
have said in effec( that he was

indulging a petulance Since presidential petulance has the firepower of
a dozen Piroshima bombs, it isn't
prudent to expect that the public will
favor its indulgence
31 BUT IF HE had looked calmly at
his tormentors and said Nemo me
impune lacessit. and walked back into
the Oval Room, why he'd have been
arrested moments later as the murderer in cold blood ol Tom Wicker and
Anthony Lewis
There are things you simply don't
say: even though you' give them
expression NO MAN WHO TRIFLES
WITP ME DOES SO WITP
IMPUNITY Thai is the national motlo
of Scotland, and it is a maxim appropriate not to Dr Strangelove. but to
Arislides
It Is a personalization of the rules of
good international behavior which
support Ihe peace Bui il is uncouth lo
invoke such truisms, in in id discipline
and the wise ruler will avoid the
temptation to sin. even rhetorically
It is altogether obvious what Richard
Nixon is up to Those who disagree
with his decision are perfectly free lo
do so
Why should he give Ihem a more
elaborated scaffold on which to hang
him'' He is right, at this moment, to be
silent
Who wants a chatty
executioner''
■ Urn iii
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We all fell for that line.

let's hear from you
The BG News welcomes all letters lo Ihe editor and opinion columns
Letters may comment on any other letter, column or editorial
Letters should be a maximum of 300 words, typewritten We ask that
columns be no more (han four typed pages triple-spaced
The News maintains the right to edit all submissions that exceed these
limits or with respec( (o (he laws of libel and proper taste
Letters and columns must include the author's name, address and
phone number, and may be mailed to the Editor, co The BG News. 106
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Lower court decision reversed

City to prepare fish kill case
The US 6th District Court
of Appeals made a ruling
last week that may force
Bowling Green to defend itself against charges that it
is responsible for two fish
kills since 196*
The court ruled that the
state has the authority to
bring municipalities to trial
This reverses an earlier
decision by the Wood County
Common Pleas Court that
the city had governmental
immunity and could not be
prosecuted

N»wiftif by iWvn I. Han—n

Art project

B«tly Donald, fr»»hman ( B.A.), •iptnmtnli with media and
•hading l«hmqu«s in a project for an Art 101 class.

has :w days to appeal the
decision to the Ohio
Supreme Court.
ll is n..t yet known if the
city will appeal to the higher
court
II the cltj decides not to

THE CASE involves a
complaint died by the Ohio
Division of Wildlife charging
about 20.000 fish were killed
by discharges from the
City's sewage treatment
plant into Portage River on
Sept 18. IS68 and Sept. 22.
1970
The Division of Wildlife is
seeking $4,971 in damages
John Davidson, attorney
for the state, said the city

National grad uate board
fears Ph.D shortage
A possible overreact ion to
the
currently depressed
market for Ph Ds may cause
irreversible damage to the
capability ol graduate
education to meet the
nation s needs, according to
a statement of the National
Board on Graduate Education

ALTHOUGH
manpower
projections
indicate
the
employment market
for
Ph Ds in the coming decade
is not favorable, the board
warned that "the science ol
forecasting
manpower
requirements is still in a
primitive stage of development ."

The report Mid one indication of this is the decline of
federally-supported
graduate students from 51.446 in
1969 to 22.121. the estimate
lor 1972

Social and economic
changes may render forecasts obsolete, the statement said In addition, overreaction to the presently
depressed
market could

Course in Japanese
starts at 9 a.m. today
A non-credit course in Japanese taught by a visiting prolessor from Japan begins this morning .it I
The course, ottered without charge, is open to 20 interested students or townspeople Classes will be held from
9-10 a m Tuesdays and Thursdays
The instructor Kcikichi Deyama. is a professor of
English at Aichi Prefeclural University in Nagoya. Japan
I'e is at this University to improve his English, said Dr. 1.
Edward Shuck Jr . director of international programs
Those interested in taking the course should contact Dr.
Shuck s office at 372-2248,

reduce the luture SUppI) Ol
Ph Ds
Because little is known
about supply and demand in
individual
disciplines.
excesses in some fields may
be accompanied by shor
tages in others, it said
The board was established
by the Conference Board ol
Associated Hesearch Councils in response to a growing
concern about the future of
graduate education
THE BOARD intends to
undertake studies on various
aspects of graduate education as a basis for its final
policy recommendations to
be issued in 1974-75 Among
its concerns are:
-An examination of trends
in financing graduate students;
-The geographic and
qualitative distribution of
graduate institutions.
-The nature of the
relationship between undergraduate and
graduate
education within the university.
-The creation of conditions to ensure equal access
to and completion of

graduate education tor
minority
groups and
women,
-The tendency toward
conformity
m
I'h.D
programs.
-A review of the status of
the masters degree

15%
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WASHINGTON i API -Secretary of
Defense Melvin R Laird told Congress yesterday the Pentagon plans to
draft only 5.000 men before the
induction authority expires next June
30
In his tin.il report to the I'ouse
Armed Services Cmiiniitlee before
giving up his Cabinet post. Laird said
plans are to draft fewer than 2.500 in
March and an average ol 1.000 in each
of the following three months
No draft calls were issued for
January and February

War discussion
WASHINGTON lAPl - Top aides to
President Nixon say it would be
premature for the President to dis
cuss at this time Ihe United States
bombing campaign over North
Vietnam.
Herbert G Klein, White I'ouse
director of communications, was
asked on NBC's Meet Ihe Press
program Sunday why President
Nixon didn't consult with Congress or

WASHINGTON IAI'I
Seven
members
of
President Nixon's While
House or campaign staff
were listed as potential
witnesses as the Watergate
affair trial began yesterday
for seven men charged with
breaking into Democratic
party headquarters.
The Nixon aides were
among 60 witnesses which
federal prosecutors planned
to call in what is expected to
be a lengthy trial stemming
from the break-in and
electronic bugging of Democratic National Committee
headquarters in Washington's Watergate complex.
The defendants include a

lormer White House consultant, a former official of
Nixon's
re-election
campaign committee and
another man who worked at
both places
ASST. U.S. Alty.. Earl J.
Silbert said among the
witnesses he intends to call
is Jeb Magruder. a former
chief lieutenant in the White
House
communications
office and a top official of
the Nixon campaign committee;
Herbert R Porter, who
was in charge of the
surrogate speaker program
in
Nixon's campaign.
Robert C Odle Jr.. personnel director of the Committee for the Re-election of

NEW HOURS
DAILY 9:30-5:30
FRI. TILL 9 P.M.
SAT. TILL 5 P.M.

address the nation when he ordered
the massive bombing in December
Klein said the main point "is not
whether you reveal the purpose at a
given moment but whether you
reveal it at all And I assure you the
Pi esideni will discuss this fully at a
tune when it best suits the pleasure of
gaining the peace "

Soviet launching
MOSCOW i API - The Soviet Union
sent an unmanned spacecraft toward
the moon yesterday.
Tass news agency said Luna 21 s
mission "is to further scientific
studies of the moon and near-lunar
space "
"The station was launched to Ihe
moon from the orbit of an artificial
satellite of the earth and was placed
on a trajectory close to the estimated
one." the agency added

Voting probe
COLUMBUS i AIM - Secretary of
State Ted W Brown will conduct a

hearing in Toledo Jan
23 to
determine if an 18-year-old Lucas
County youth voted twice in the
November election
Brown said the name ol Clarence
Townsend showed up on both a (Hilling
book in Yellow Springs, where he was
a student at Anlioch College, and on
the absentee ballot list at the Lucas
County Board of Elections
Brown has been conducting a quiet
probe to determine how many
students who voted in then college
community may have also cast
ballots in their hometowns

Corona trial
FAIRFIELD.Calil lAPi-Theprosecution in the Juan Corona mass
murder trial launched its closing
arguments yesterday by demanding
Where is the evidence that Juan V
Corona did not in fact kill these •:,
men''
Defense attorney Richard Hawk
rested his case last Wednesday--a few
minutes after the prosecution
completed its 14-week ease-without
calling a single delense witness
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Kappa Sig
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the President, and Hugh W
Sloan, former treasurer of
the Finance Committee to
He-elect the President
The jury selection is
expected to take a week or
more, and some 1.000
subpoenas have been issued
for a special panel from
which a jury will be drawn.
On trial are:
--George Gordon Liddy.
former While House and
Treasury Department aide
and counsel for the Finance

Committee to Re-elect the
President until he was fired
for refusing to answer
questions from the FBI
-Everett Howard Hunt
Jr.. lormer White I'ouse
consultant
who worked
under top Nixon aide
Charles Colson.
-James W McCord Jr.,
security coordinator for the
Nixon committee at the
time of the Watergate
break-in.
-Bernard L. Barker, a

Miami real-estate executive, who already has
been convicted of unlawfully
notarizing a $25,000 checkrepresenting money Contributed to the Nixon
campaign.
-Eugenia R. Martinez.
Frank A
Sturgis and
Virgilio R. Gonzalez. Barker
associates from Miami
The seven are charged in
connection with a break-in
at Democratic headquarters
last June 17

3 FREE leoz COKES
- with any large Pizza Tonight

o
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o
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FRATERNITY
OPEN HOUSES TONITE

Ph. 353-*691

stream rivers and lakes
i'e said the ruling gives
them the opportunity to
bring governmental units to
court if pollutants they discharge damage the land
owners property

Watergate jury selection begins

ANY MAKE-ANY MODEL CAR

IS N.
MAIN

DAVIDSON said the
appeals court s ruling is lif

Draft calls

ASKFOR"SHEP"

Keepsake matching weddi
rings, handsomely crafted in
fourteen Karat gold—engraved,
sculptured and textured for extra elegance. Keepsake . . . truly
a beautiful choice.
*

nificant for reasons other
than the ruling that municipalities cannot claim
governmental immunity
Pe said it could prove
important in the future for
owners of land along down-

newsnotes

ALL B.G.S.U. STUDENTS
1—

appeal, the case will be
brought back to Wood
County Common
Pleas
Court for a pre-trial

}

7-9
7-10
7-9
7-9
8-10
7-9
7-9
8-10

FAST, FREE, HOT DELIVERY:
CALL TONIGHT AND TAKE ADVANTAGE
OF OUR TUESDAY NIGHT SPECIAL
j
Domin s Pe ,e are pjzza Pe |e period

352*5221
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SPECIAL

WINTHROP TERRACE
NORTH & SOUTH

IS RENTING FURNISHED APTS.
AT UNFURNISHED RATES
OFFICE AT WINTHROP SOUTH
400 NAPOLEON RD. - 352-9135
OPEN TUES. & THURS. NITES TILL 9
OFFER GOOD 1/8/73 thru 1/13/73 ONLY

"
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South Viet remembers
America's 'big mistake'
By Edith M. Leaerer
Associated Preu Writer

Attociotad Pt«M Wbtptnli

Prison
closing

The Ohio Penitentiary in Coiumbui will data no Inter than Jon* 30 toid Ohio
Corr«ction» Directe* BWTWI CNWJC. Meet of th« nmolti have already been
tranifened lo ih« Southern Ohio Corroclional Fotility at Lucatvillo.

SAIGON (AP) - A wispybearded
grandfather
remembers the days- he
began working for the
Americans-there were only
three U.S. officials in South
Vietnam
That was 27 years ago
when the United States was
busy winding up World War
II and not paying much
attention to Indochina.
Now, as the United States
attempts to extricate itself
from a dozen years of war in
South Vietnam. Dao Huan
Ngu says he is glad the
Americans came to fight
communism
IV is sad about the
tremendous loss of lives and
property. Me is frustrated
that the United States has
never successfully explained
its mission to the Vietnamese people

•THE

AMERICANS

Non-credit courses available
Registration is continuing
lor 16 non-credit courses
offered this quarter by the
Otluv on Continuing Kduca
lion
The program ot non-credll
courses, begun in 1969. isde
signed lor persons who wish
lo develop new skills 01
stimulate new interests
Last quarter 250 persons
participated in the program
Among the courses
ollered
are
"Bilingual
Education lor the Spanish
Speaking, a class designed
for Mexican-Americans who
wish to strengthen then pro
ficiency in Spanish and
English It is being offered
for the first time this
quarter

ALSO

OFFERED

is

"Great Decisions '73.
a
course sponsored bv the I in

vcrsiu in cooperation with
the non-profit
Foreign
Policy Association, which
will seek to expand coin
iminity
involvement
in
loreign affair! through
informal group discussions
Topics will include Man
Media and Foreign INdicy
What Limits on the Public's
High! to Know?"; Man on
Earth Can He Control I'IS
Environment?": and The
Sino-Soviel-American Triangle
Toward a New
Balance ol Powei '
Other courses include
"Speed Heading.
"Com
outer Basics," a survey ol
the development and growth
ol modern computers.
"Basic Electricity and
Electronics," a course
emphasising the practical
and applied aspects ol dec
Ironies. ' Group, Piano."'

and
Inside Southeast
Asia." a course on political
developments
Two writing courses arc
also ollered:
'Creative
Writing, designed to give
the basic techniques ol
writing fiction and poetry,
and
Another Kind ol
Writing.' concerned with
creating tone to lit a parti
cular audience with an eye
toward publication
TWO REAL estate

Education, in cooperation
with the Office ol Experimental Studies, is also
offering Blues -Jazz. Black
Roots,
and
The New
Testament and Modern
Criticism." Both courses
may be taken for credit
Begistration is being held
from 8 am-noon and 1-5
p m through tomorrow at
the Office ol Continuing
Education. 504 Administration Bldg

American studies open
Students may still sign up
for American Studies 200,
taught by Carlene Man
chard, assistant professor ol
English ami American
studies
The
loiir-hour course.

CHORAL SINGERS WANTED
The Bowling Green Singers, a 16 member
choral ensemble of young adults, now has
positions open for one soprano, three altos,
and one tenor or bass. The group will perform
throughout Ohio this Spring and hopes to tour
sometime in June.
For additional information or to arrange an
audition call Jim Brown at 354-4943 between 5:00 and 6:30 p.m., no later than
Wednesday, January 10.

STADIUM - VU

New Name

courses, part ol a six-course
program to help realtors
achieve (Graduate Realtors
Institute certification, are
also ollered
Heal Estate Principles
and Practices H" deals with
ownership, brokerage and
construction, and "Real
Estate
Law'' discusses
ownership rights, deeds,
land contracts and other
legal aspects
The (IIIice ol Continuing

New Food

OPEN 7 DAYS • SUNDAY thru THURSDAY 11 a.m.-12 p.m.
FRIDAY and SATURDAY 11 a.m. ■ 1 p.m.

TUESDAY SPECIAL
Fish & Chips - English style batter dipped
Fish and French Fries All you can eat * J B29

WEDNESDAY SPECIAL

Introduction to American
Studies, meets Tuesdays and
Thursdays from 1-3 pin in
SOS University I'.ill
Blanchard said the course
is designed pnin.iiiK foi
American Studies students
on the freshman and sophomore level I'owever. other
students may sign up lot" the
course with the permission
ot the instructor
THE COURSE involves an

interdisciplinary approach
to
studying
American
culture by integrating
concepts,
theories
and
models from such fields as
cultural
anthropology,
sociology,
art. history,
literature
and
social
psychology. Blanchard said
To sign up lor the course
contact Blanchard in 218 F
University I'all or call 372
2210

Reg. $1.49

Now Only

ot

STADIUM - VU

The restaurant with unique food will present to the holder of this
coupon an Affair for only .50. We regularly charge .80 for an Affair.
en
Our Affair is a 1/3 pound sirloin hamburger on French bread with letro ra tuce, tomato, and our very special sauce.
So for total enjoyment come to Stadium-Vu and have your Affair.
Falstaff - Budweiser - Michelob ■ Strohs
Pabst - Millers

5

Is
-3°

ACROSS FROM THE FOOTBALL STADIUM

1 didn't intend to conic
back lo Vietnam." he said.
but im mother was sick, so
I brought my tamily back.

IN INI. Ngu wrote a
conlidential memo about the
misuse of American aid--a
subject of major scandal at
the time The memo got into
the press
Ngu was transferred lo
ISIS cultural division, and
the (ollowing year he

Students who plan to
student teach fall quarter
1973 must
register
Monday. Jan. 15, in the
Pink Dogwood Room.
Union Meetings will be
held every hour from 1-5
p.m

Fall teaching

Fellowship offered
for German study
The (iff ice of Internal mnal
Programs will continue its
German-American Fellow
ship program on a reduced
scale during the l!'7:t 74
academic year
Dr L. Edward Shuck Jr
director ol the office, said
only one student will be
selected to participate
The program includes lull
tuition to one of the major
universities in Germany anil
a 400 mark per niipiilli cash
allowance
Dr Shuck said 4011 marks
will be more than Sufficient
lor room and board In a
tier m a n
u n i v e r s 11 y
community
APPLICANTS must be
classified as juniors by the
summer of 1973 and have a
30 grade point average
through winter quarter 1973
Students must also be
sufficiently proficient in the
German language to be able
to operate in a (ierman
community
Applicants
may be
enrolled in any college at the
University and may be

Social Chairman • Dave Chamberlain
Magister - Chuck Franklin
Questor - Dave Mefferd

following any major course
of study
"The requirement of proficiency in the German
language would not be interpreted as in any way
limiting the competition to
German language majors,"
Dr Shuck said
Interested students should
apply at the Office of International Programs.
16
Williams I'all

Outdoor group
to meet tonight
Outdoors Unlimited." a
group
of
outdoor
enthusiasts, will meet tonight at 8 in the Wayne
Room. Union
The group, now an official
campus club, will plan its
winter calendar
The club is open lo
interested students and
faculty members
For more information
contact
Jeff Budd.
president, at 354-0854

:

REE DELIVERY
352-5166

Ass. Questor - Jim Berning
Annotator - Dick Reagen
Scholarship • Joe Kochis
Athletic-Mike Vereg
Tribune - Dave Calland
Public Relations - Jeff Carpenter
House Manager - Bill Lukert
Historian - Joe Glasmire
Derby Day Chairman - Sam Ferruccio
Ritual Chairman • Tim Snider

or
352-5169

20%^

203 N. MAIN

OFF ON ALL

JEANS-TAPESTRIES
BEDSPREADS^

5 p.m. -r a.m. Daily
4:30-2 a.m. Fri. & Sat.

army surplus

ASST. BAGS & PACKS

i*'? u\-r,,i";

» r •

A BREATH OF "SUMMER BREEZE"

Seals & Crofts
IN CONCERT

THURSDAY SPECIAL
ACROSS FROM FOOTBALL STADIUM

AFTER HE went lo China
in 1924. Ngu spent 17 years in
the revolution-10 years in
I'ong Kong working lor an
American travel company,

resigned, after 17 years with
the Americans
Ngu. who has 17 grandchildren, is now retired and
lives not far from the
American Embassy. I'<■ is
optimistic about the future
of South Vietnam
This is the third time in
our history that the country
has been divided in two
parts Each time, it was the
North who victimized the
South Each time the South
(ought back and won So I
believe much in our final
victory."

the Officers for Winter Quarter

.99

Hot Dogs 2forl

NGU SAID this played on
the pride of the Vietnamese
elite
Then
Communists
exploited the communication gap "The people were
told by the Communists that
the imperialist Americans
came here to fight the Vietnamese people, gain land
and economic interests
"Nobody explained
to
them that, because of the
Communist aggressions, the
Americans were here." Ngu
said
Only a lew people understand, like me But. when I
try lo make my people
understand, they call inc .i
sellout They say I get
money from the Americans
to say these things
Ngu. 65. was born in the
Mekong Delta son of a
village official and teacher
At 17, he joined the revolutionary movement in China
and became a disciple of I'o
Chi Minn and other leaders

Then war broke out. and
they didn't allow anybody to
gel out of the country."
Ngu was arrested by Communists in October 1945 for
"lack of cooperation After
five months in jail, he
escaped and found a job as a
baker and later served as aninterpreter lor an American
i r Mm the consulate
Ngu ended up working in
an American reading room
in downtown Saigon and then
for the U S Information Service (USISl. translating
American news into French
or Vietnamese and mimeographing a daily bulletin

Sigma Chi Congratulates

Rib Eye Steak Dinner
Tossed Salad, Baked Potato, Roll

committed one big mistake," he says. "At the first
news of American aid
arrival, we were very happy
that we might rebuild our
country, help the poor and
get back on our feet.
"But
the
American
leaders liked to deal with the
government minister or his
deputy They never tried to
find out what the Vietnamese people really
wanted and really needed.
"The Vietnamese people they were very generous
They said. Why the American people coming here to
give us things free'' The
French take from us.' The
mass of people never understood why the Americans
wanted to come here ''
First, he said, the French
exploited the situation,
telling the people "Oh. you
see the Americans They
just buy you They never try
to see you or explain to
you."

Sunday, January 21,1973
8:00 P.M.
Anderson Arena
Tickets on sale at Union Ticket Office
$

2.50 Cultural Boost Members
$
3.50 Non-members and at door
A Cultural Boost Production

auo.
"We've got it upside down!
You turn it over. Joe. while I
run over to Pettis for lunch!"

ALPINE VILLAGE!

/(eatau\eutte\
downtown B unties Gi
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Book evaluates women in fiction
By Katky Fraie
Newt Editor
Several years ago. a
friend and 1 were caught up
in a noisy argument about
whether or not women could
write
Neither of us seemed to be
getting anywhere until my
friend angrily asked:
"Can you name any good
female authors, any female
Shakespeare0''
I couldn't-and neither
could he.
Of course, there are and
have been good women
writers, but during my 16
years of schooling I've
rarely been exposed to
them Neither have most
other students.

1

HWipfWiB •» »!■ loll 1>. rfSffa^Pn

■ob
Toth,
Itiihmon
(Mui.
Ed.),
domonitratct hi* prof kioncy al the organ to
his roommate Jay O'Dell. frethman (B.A.),
in the Rotital Hall, School of Mutk Bldg.

ONE WAY to at least
begin to correct that
deficiency is to read
"Images of Women in
Fiction.'' recently published
by the Bowling Green
University Popular Press
and edited by Susan
Koppelman I'ornillon. a
teaching fellow at the
University
The book is a collection of
23 articles, divided into four
main subject areas-The
Woman as Peroine." The
Invisible Woman.'' "The

Woman as I'cm
and
Feminist Aesthetics "
Some of the articles were
written by local authors,
others by people outside the
Bowling Green community
A major portion of the
book is devoted to
discussions of the treatment
i or lack of treatment I of
female characters in
literature Many of the
authors under discussion are
male, some are female
The general conclusion is
women are rarely treated
realistically in literature As
Joanna Russ says in "What
Can A Peroine Do-1' literature is "not about women
It is not about women and
men equally It is by and
about men."
IN MOST cases, the
authors back up this conclusion with sound analyses
of popular, or once-popular,
novels, from James
Fenimore Cooper's Leatherstocking tales to D. P.
Lawrence's
Women in
Love.''
Powever. just because
this is a book about women
in literature doesn't mean
contributors to the book
believe female authors CM
do no wrong
' Manv women writers

Snipers provoke rush
for anti-crime legislation
WASHINGTON (API The New Orleans sniper
shooting prompted new congressional calls yesterday
for making it a federal
crime to kill or assault
police or firemen while
they redoing their duty
The tragic situation in
New Orleans which finds

policemen and firemen
under deadly attack from
sniper lire illustrates the
compelling need lor such
legislation, said Rep
Richard!' Ichord iD-Mo. >.
chairman of the Pouse
Internal Security Committee.
In the unprovoked

Students may audition
Tor Kinqs Island shows
Auditions for performers
for live shows at Kings
Island amusement park will
be held Jan 20. 21. 26. 27 and
28
• Dr Jack Rouse, the park s
producer lor live shows, said
jiioii' than 200 high school
Jirul college students will be
hired
; We will be employing
singers, dancers, actors and
jiiusii i.ms to perlorm in
'more than 15 areas ol the
park, he said
Groups, such as barber
shop quartets, pop vocal
groups, folk groups, country
;and Western groups. Dixieland bands, stage bands
banjo players and ragtime
piano players are urged to
' audition Rock groups do not
: fit into the park's theme
"ACTORS WILL be used
in three basic situations
They will be costumed
Panna-Barbera characters,
like Scooby Doo. the Banana
Splits or Fred Flintstone. or
be Indians, settlers or

LOSE 20 POUNDS
IN TWO WEEKS!
/umi'i/i I S

bandits on the train ride or
be heroes or villains in an'
old-fashioned melodrama."
Last summer Kings Island
employed more than 150
perlormers
Individuals and groups
wishing to participate in the
auditions may obtain an
application bv contacting
Kings Island. P.O Box 400.
Kings Mills. Ohio 45034

slaughter taking place in
New Orleans." Ichord said
in a statement to a reporter,
"it appears that the
attackers will be apprehended or killed by the stale
law enforcement officials "

blooded assassination
attempts on policemen, firemen or judicial officers a
lederal crime."

Anna Karemna to commit
suicide''
Did Pester get what she
deserved in "The Scarlet
Letter?'"
After reading "Images of
Women in Fiction." a
person should at least
hesitate before answering
affirmatively to any of the
above

Review

SOME OF the articles in
this book do present serious
problems to the person who
hasn't read the novels or
stories under discussion Pe
or she would find it difficult
just to understand what each
author is attempting to say.
let alone to try to evaluate
the criticism
Some of the most exciting
articles in this book are
those describing the

down their throats with
almost total disregard by
most high school and college
English instructors.
Did it really make any
sense for Shakespeare's
Desdemona to sit in her
bedroom and just wait for
Othello to murder her''
Did it make anv sense lor

SAIGON ;AP) - North
Vietnam announced yesterday that hundreds of antiaircraft units have been
formed by the home guard
and militia in the Panoi and
Paiphong regions, the main
targets of last month's massive U.S. an raids.
The announcement,
broadcast by Panoi radio,
suggested the North Vietnamese are expecting new
air attacks north of the 20th
Parallel if the peace talks
just resumed in Paris break
down again
President Nixon stopped
the bombing north of the
parallel on Dec 30. in a step
obviously tied to resumption
of ihe peace negotiations

being formed to "deal more
stunning blows to the US
air marauders " The official
government radio added
that "more artillery units
have been set up in Pai Pung
and Pa Bac provinces'—
west and northeast of
Paiphong -by militia forces.
In Saigon, the U S.
Command announced that
five American tactical
fighter-bombers accidentally bombed Da Nang
air base yesterday, resulting
in injuries to 10 Americans
and a South Vietnamese
base guard
The American casualties
included eight servicemen
and two civilians, the Command said The accidental
attack damaged about half a
dozen US. At'119 twinengine gunships and a heli-

RADIO HANOI said the
new anti-aircraft units were

PINES ROLLER
RINK
338 S. MAIN

BUT. HE added, in all
too many cases, the
assailants flee the scene ol
the crime so rapidly that
lederal assistance is
desperately needed to bring
them to justice."
Sen Richard S Schweiker
iR-Pa i said "continued
attacks on policemen necessitate immediate passage by
Congress of legislation to
make the killing of policemen a federal crime.

BOWLING GREEN, OHIO
"This coupon will admit two
for the price of one"
LADIES AND GENTS ONLY

AND FOR anyone who is
tired of losing arguments

about whether or not women
can write, there are a
number of articles analyzing
novels by female writers, including Virginia Wooli.
Joyce Carol Oates. June
Arnold. Alix Kates Shulmar)
and Anna Kathenne Green ■
"Images ol Women m
Fiction' is not guaranteed
to change traditional at
titudes toward female
authors and or lemale
characters in literature
Some of those attitudes are
so deeply ingrained, it will
take more than one book in
blast them oul ol existence ,
Bui lor anyone who ha*
had only a Heeling glimpse
of women seriously involved
in literature-and thai
probably means practically
every student on this
campus--this book is a must

THE PHI Ml) WASHBOARD BAND

apparent!) compounded by
the overcast skies

Veterans colled $200
The pre-("hristmas break food drive sponsored by the
Bowling Green chapter of the Vietnam Veterans Against the
War netted (200 worth of food coupons and $40 in canned
goods.
The food coupons were used to buy meal lor a Toledo Pree
Breakfast Program and the canned food was given lo a
Bowling (ireen woman who recently Buffered B stroke

DOMINOS
352-5221
MR. MUSHROOM

"| 3111 Back"

SEZ

All 3000 pr.

68*
per pair

Continuous Sale

No Limit

Your Choice

"Come out and look around"

PURPLE MUSHROOM

Tuesday, January 9,7-9 P.M.

904 E. W00STER

RIDES AVAILABLE IN KOHL, RODGERS,
CONKLIN, AND BROMFIELD LOBBIES AT
6:45 P.M.

SPORTSWEAR
J0% to 40% off
20% to 70% off
30% to 40% off
'■* to '/> of f
30%/40%/50% off
1/3 to "i off
40% to 50% off

SLEEPWEAR • LINGERIE
'/«-l/3off
'«• lo ■* ofl
Now 5.09-7.99
30%/40%/50% off
'k lo 4 off
1/3-'J off

JEWELRY & ACCESSORIES
Entire stock of pins, chains, bracelets
Entire stock of earrings (Tues. thru Sat. only I
Lined vinyl gloves. Reg 3.00
Hat 4 glove sets
Scarves - wool 4 orlon
Scarves. Acetate 4 silk
Entire stock of purses

Houis Tun ihiu Sd»
II 30io4 00PM:
Closed Sun ft Mon.'

Congratulations New 1973

JANUARY CLEARANCE

Nightshirts, shifts, long gowns I flannel & brushed nylon)
Kobes - quilted 4 brushed nylon, velvelour (Short 4 long)
Brushed culottes. Keg. 9 00-11.00
Selected nylon tricoats. gowns, robes
Entire slock of full slips
Selected bras - girdles

EARLIER, the command
had reported that the explosions that rocked the air
base shortly after dawn
were the result of a N. Viet
rocket attack Seven hours

later, that report w.i»
withdrawn
The command said n was
not known whal caused Ihe
accident, which Mill is being
investigated, but other
sources said it was the
result of pilot error

• Free pair
with purchase of
3 pair

STARRING

Palazzo pants
Shirts - Entire stock - Long 4 Short
Wool coordinates I skirts, slacks, jackets)
Selected sweaters 4 vests
Selected body suits & blouses
Wool plaid coats
Jeans • Denim. Brushed cotton

copter Pour 40-foot fuel
tanks also were destroyed in
the bombing

of Earrings on
Both Walls

OPEN RUSH
AT THE BETA HOUSE

Schweiker said he would
press anew for his bill,
which passed the Senate but
died in efforts to reach a
compromise with the Pouse
last year, making "cold-

problems women face if
they want to write.
Particularly revealing is
Tilhe Olsens
Silences
When Writers Don't Write "
If you've ever been forced
postpone any project-be it
writing, teaching, drawing
or just taking a walk because of a pile ol dirty
dishes or a child with the
measles, this article will hit'
home, hard
Another strong article is
"Feminism and Literature." by Florence Powe.
which gives the reader an
almost painful awareness ol
what can and often does
happen to the woman who
tries to pursue a literary
career

N. Viets gird for attacks

I JkHHai <^rt~^d- ^Hr-i*

Hi-mrn \* < Trim Ihfl

I'litiiijv the non-\n»» ell aMMfl
the IS Wnmen't Alpine Sk> l«m
member* gn on lr« "Ski team" dirt
|n km > pound* m 1*11 »rrlv
I tUl > '.ghi
?l> p«>und> in 14 4*\V
The httlt ..(the din it cfctHKll Irtttd
■Clioil and was deMvrd h\ a famous
( ni.'>j,],i ph»»iiun rspccialK for ihe
I S Ski Team Normal enery\ is
maintained ls«r\ impmuni'l while
rrduone >..u keep "lull"
no
uartatmn
hetjuse the diet & designed that »a\' It's a diet ihat n
ttfi\ tn follow, whether sou iinrk,
trjsel M -tas at home
I his is honoth .i lafn.ivii.jik
stietesstul d»et II tt weren't the I \*
Women's Sk> Icim wouldn't he permuted it* use ii' Huthr Sn yoe
\ourseil the same break the I S Ski
leim jets I ose w-cieht the scientific,
proven was fwn n vou've irted all
ihe other diets. >ou owe <i i< \..ursell to trv the I S Vkomcn's Ski
Team Ihet lh.il IN it sou rullv do
want to lose 2" pounds in two weeks
Order lodav Tea' this out as .,
remmdci
Send onk S2 •■» 0123 for Rush
Service I
cash ft <> K
to Information Sources Co PO Bos 9ft?.»|
Depi ST (arp.ntena. Calif *V>H
Don't order unless \ou e«peet to l«>*»
20 pound* in i«o weeks' Because
that's what the Ski learn I>ici will do'

come under harsh scrutiny,
and not all of them escape
analysis with a gold star to
their credit
Most of the articles lorce
readers to take a hard
second look at some of the
literary characters-both
male and female -shoved
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Abortion-a final decision, a final action
By Richard Bilolti
Associated Pref f Writer
COLUMBUS i API - In a
cool, experienced voice Dr
I'arold Klinger said.
I'm
all through.' and touched
llarbara s sweating lorehead
Thank vou doctor, thank

you.'' she responded
Dr
Linger
had
just
finished terminating Bar
bara's nine-week-old pregnancy in one of New York
City's legal abortion clinics
BARBARA was one of
more than 14,000 women
who left Ohio last year to go

DOMINOS
352-5221

to either New York or
Washington to have an abortion
It is estimated hundreds
more stayed home in Ohio
and had abortions that either
violate or skirt the law
More than 190.000 live births
were recorded during that
same period
It is illegal to perform
abortions in Ohio-unless it
is necessary to save the life
of the mother
LIKE MOST Ohio women
seeking a New York abortion, the group I accompanied boarded the7 15 a in
Columbus
to
LaGuardia

flight one snowy sunrise last
week
Wags call it the
"Abortion Express.'' but the
women were not amused.
"Kor weeks l"ve been
upset over the situation.'
said one of seven women
who had been counseled by a
volunteer
at
Planned
Parenthood
"My husband and I have
lour children already and
we've talked about all the
alternatives and we're convinced this is the best one."
said a 41-year-old mother of
four.
"IT WOULD set us back
hnancially and I'm not sure

THE
OF BOWLING GREEN

1550E.Wooster

New Kind of
evening entertainment

AUDITIONS
FOR
"THE SIDE DOOR"
January 9 and 10
6:00-8:00

every Thurs., Fri., Sat.

SHE PAUSED a moment.
"I just couldn't give the
child up for adoption That
would probably bother me
lor the rest of my life. I'd
always be thinking of where
the child is."
The flight to New York
Irom Columbus took less
than an hour A pre-deterininiil
limousine
service
look us to the Forsyth Medical Group clinic-one of
more than 25 operating in
the city.
When
the
limousine
arrived the women realized
they weren't the only ones
making the trip
"I THOUGHT you were
Koing to Korsyth." one said

i

THE
NEW
B.G.S.U.
SPORTS
CAR
CLUB

with the dynamic

RON COLEMAN

^<&doH&vwC

TUESDAY, JAN. 9 MEETING
AT 7:30 P.M. IN BLACK &
WHITE LOUNGE IN BROMFIELD
ALL ARE WELCOME

SUPER
MARKET

CENTRE

201 S. MAIN ST. ACROSS FROM 1st NATIONAL
PRICES GOOD UNTIL JAN 13, 1973

HOME DAIRY
COTTAGE CHEESE
3 -16 0Z. CARTONS

1

2 LBS.

CHICKEN NOODLE,
BEAN WITH BACON,
VEGETABLE SOUPS
CANS
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"I'M JUST happy to have
it over with." she said
I
would have liked to have had
the child, but it wuuldn t
have worked out."
In the final counseling
session they were told
"Remember
the
most
important thing you learned
by your experience is that
you are all lertile women."
the counselor said
"This procedure didn t
make you sterile So. unless
you use some type ol birth
control, you will become

SOME
WOMEN don't
have it so easy One had to
go to a New York city hospital She was more than 12
weeks pregnant
I'm going to go through
with it though." she said. "I
have no choice I don't want
to go back home in the same
condition that 1 lett
When she arrived at the
midtown hospital around the
corner Irom the clinic her
attitude changed somewhat
I felt like I was walking
into a back-room abortion."
she said
The hospital was so old
Some ol the nurses weren't
at all understanding I didn't
even get to meet the doctor
who perlormed the operation
"IT MAKES me wonder
even more why I could not
have the operation done at
home by my own physician
where it should have been"
done." she said
I
leel
completely
relieved
The
emotional
problems were belore I
made the decision to have an
abortion, not now
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Open Rush Party. Thursday
at 8 o'clock with the
brothers of Phi Kappa Tau

TueadayJan9.1973
Bowling Green School of Self Defense. Mom. 301 Hayes
fall
Women s LaCruue Club, ~-apin. beginners • 8 9pm
advanced. South gym. Women's Bidg

Come see fraternity offcampus living and Phi Mu
Washboard Band Tuesday
Jan 9. 7 9pm at Beta Theta
Pi t'ouse.6lhSt

Active Christians Today, 7-9pm. Faculty Lounge. Union

Outdoor Unlimited. 8pm. Wayne Room. Union Meeting to
plan calendar ol events for Winter Quarter
Stock Market Club. 8pm, White Dogwood. Union Start of
Slock Market Game New Members welcome Everyone
invited to attend
Tarshman Stereo Show. 7-llpm. Anderson 4 Bromfield
Mam Lounges

FOUND Women's watch in
lot7.t7»-23«Janet
LOST: Wire-rlm glasses. In
or around BG Co-op Please
contact Joan 354-3133 or 371-

Mffl
RIUKS
Ride needed to O U wkend
of Jan 12-14 Will share
costs l all Barb 372-4019

No experience necessary,
above average earnings. For
personal interview call 1552011 or 06-2010 between
9 30am - Ipm

WANTED
Need help * tools 10 install
tape dork and speakers in
car. Will pay DavtSMMl
Choral singers wanted must enjoy performing
Audition lor The Bowling
Groat Stagers. Jim Brown
354 4*43 5* 30pm

PELP WANTED

Margarine
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Jan 9. 7-9pm at Beta Theta
Pil'ouse6thSt
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Chapel GAMMAGECUPbyCarol Kendall
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"YES," Barbara said
"I'll give you a local anesthetic lirst," Dr Klinger
said. "Then I'll use an antiseptic solution and then
dilate your cervix "
Dr
Klinger
continued
talking to his patient and.
completed the abortion with
a vaccuum aspirator which
literally sucked the letus out
ol the woman's womb The
procedure took no longer
than live minutes
Barbara breathed heavily
and clutched the arm ol the
nurse during the approximately live minutes in the
procedure room

pregnant again, and we don't
want to see you back here."

'TJ G*n I Feaiuret Corp

111 II II i 4| u 4"

$

59*
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6
10

HIT

ACROSS
(.rip.
Biblical Hi".
Klamini Gorge
Dam Male.
Monrlary unil ol
PakiMan.
Ks.y|ilian drily.
Nickname for

"ill Rounded
projection.
.V* H ii id - lady.
60 GrcM work.

CAMPBELL'S

O

FAMILY PACK
WEINERS

Limit 1 with $5 purchase

"THERE MAY be a little
pain, but it only lasts lor a
short time.'' the young blond
counselor explained. "Some
women get cramps, some
don't. It's an individual
thing
"The procedure
lasts
about live minutes," the
counselor continued There
weren't too many questions
Irom the women
A change into antiseptic
medical garb Then into one
ol tour procedure rooms
"Where are you ^rom
Barbara?"
Dr
Klinger
asked. "Have you ever had

a pelvic exam belore?"

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

"THE RODNEY STEPHENSON
TWO"

39*

But that was all the mention
made of why they came to
New York
The limousine took them
to 14 East 60th St.. several
doors away Irom the Copacabana-a half block from
Central Park
Inside the women were
greeted by young, attentive
nurses and counselors. Surroundings
were
bright,
clean, modern.
Forms were Idled out. the
bill paid- $ ISO lor the procedure and $15 for the limousine. Several medical tests
are given before the lirst
counseling session begins.

Sign Up in U A 0 0Uice

10 P.M. to 2 A.M.

$

I could mentally cope with
another child. It is too late in
life to start another family "
Younger,
unmarried
women had talked seriously
about marriage, adoption,
support and abortion .with
their boyfriends
"My brother had to get
married and he is not
making it." a 26-year-old
said "I have a friend who
was an illegitimate child and
she has had lots of problems
adjusting "

Babysitter wanted
One
alternoon. which varies, per
week Should have own
transportation Call 352-3581
or 372 2431

Folk singers needed lor The
Upper Room Cotlewhoaae
Call 354-5335 or 354 3443
evenings
SERVICES OFFERED

Attention college students
Notional concern aow
expanding to the Toledo
area. Need 15 men k women
sjwo can start immediately

S M.'s Typing
Specialise la
maauacrtpu sat
■I2.tam-9pm

Service
theses

CUSTOM
WEDDING
RINGS
by
PI'ILIP
MORTON at The Working
I'and Cralt Center 515
Conneaul Free parking SUMS
WELCOME All interested
men to SIGMA Pl'l
EPSILON
RUSP
Refreshments will be
served tonight 7- 10pm
Come see fraternity offcampus living and Phi Mu
Washboard Band Tuesday
Jan 9. 7-9pm at Beta Theta
Pi Pouse Sth St
Coming Sat Jan lain. M'
Founders Kohl Beer Blast
featuring Jake McCabe at
Commons Dining Pall Pop.
beer, pretzels 75c chics.
1 00 guys 125c oil persale)
WELCOME: All interested
men lo SIGMA Pl'l
EPSILON
RUST
Relreshmenls will be served
tontght7 00-10 00
WANTED
One quarter
when the computer gives me
my primary schedule right the lirst time wnte 1 Ben
Gyped. Anyhall BGSU
Pow do the French
celebrate their holidaysFind out Thurs Jan II.
7: SOpra at The French Pouse
50r non-members
Come see fraternity offcampus living and Phi Mu
Washboard Band Tuesday

Share the New Year with
PI' We pay '*■ sitting fee &
so do you
Portraits
Unlimited 352-M27 Offer
expires Jan 31
KOR SALE
Soligor preset 105mm 12 8
lens Pentax mount Leather
case Best oiler 354-0841
BSR Sharp mini-changer
turntable
Walnut base
w dust cover. 3 mos old 372I7M
TR-4A. set up for 8CCA road
racing 1st at Mid-Ohio in
71 Spares Garage space &
technical
assistance
available $1800 Call Steve
351-2121 wkdys. 352-9376
after 10pm
10x55 mobile home Schult
Custom Delux. washer, dr
D.W
ect. Perlect lor
newlyweds Priced to sell
Call 354 3902
1300 Rotel Radio amplifier
2-tllO run speakers. I mo
old. lor $360 or sell separate
Call 372-19H
10x50 trailer air cond carpet
2 bedrms Call 352-7043 alter
6pm
Panasonic RS-g20S FM-AM
stereo - 8 track recorder
with matching turntable (
mos old Call 352-5311 alter
I
72 Ponda 350CI. lime gold
1500 mi 1650 Perfect cond
Call 372-5632

68 VW .,-,i.,n auto super •.'•
price two iWK> under BlueX
Book, Dinged lenders bsdiv
otherwise very rleanXKngine just rebuilt Kuas.*perlecl Michelin, radials '
372-2350 ,ir 353 460J
69 VW good condition 4900
Ph 353-66B5 alter 5pm
KOR RENT
Need female lo share apt •
with 2 girls Feb own room .
$55 mo
Tern. 352-017? •!
before II 00
Male roommate for cool
apartment 135 W Reed
Call Mike 353-4515
'•

•
;
:

1 F rmte needed Spring .".
Quarter call 354 2464
-. ;
Student rooms ■ men • I vac
kit. rec rm. pn. enl. 353-1705
Need I girl with 3 girls in
targe I sdrm apt Ph 3527365
1 large room 4 rent $10 week '
call 352<154 unale i
1 male roommate needed '
University Village 352-71(7
1 M needed WAS Qt Cherry
I'll! 352 MI2
Room, cooking priveleges.
(15 week or child care 352
7650 belore 11pm
Room for rent available
now contact Moses 352-6184
Needed 1 M roommate Jan
rent free. Call 3S2-770J

64 Chev new snow tires 1125.
352 50W

2 roommates needed
desperately Apt less than I
block Irom campus Call 352
6901

1971 Fiat 150 Spider
excellent condition 13.000
miles SI4K 352-0501

3 bdrm house in B.C.
(250 mo Ph 354-1472 or 3549*03
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Severe blow to farmers

Ohio cuts REAP funds
COLUMBUS. (API Ohio
farmers, stung by the cutoff
of federal emergency
assistance loans, had better
get ready to tum the other
cheek
Another federal
financial blow is on the way
that could cost them more
than $71 million
State Agriculture Director
Eugene Abercrombie said
yesterday the U S Department of Agriculture has discontinued
the
Rural
Environmental Assistance
Program IREAPI. which
subsidized farmers who did
contour plowing, drainage
tiieing or other soil improvement work on their land
This will be very costly to
Ohio farmers."
Abercrombie said. "And I think
there's more coming."
THE DIRECTOR said the
Agricultural
Stabilization

and Conservation Committee's program of subsidies to farmers who agree
to set aside a portion of their
land from production is in a
state of
suspended
animation and may not be
resumed
"The
group's state
committeemen haven't been
appointed yet this year and
nobody knows whether they
will
be
or
not.''
Abercrombie said
The director said the
environmental
assistance
program and the set-aside
program together brought
Ohio farmers $71 million in
1971. the last year for which
complete
figures are
available
MEANWHILE.
Abercrombie said there is still no
word
on
whether
congressional efforts
to

persuade President Nutoo to
reverse his emergency loan
cutoff decision ar- having
any success.
And the director said the
Farmers Home Administration iFHAi still has not
told him whether or not he
can use $15 million in
federal funds from another
program to guarantee commercial loans to farmers
U.S. Secretary of Agriculture Earl Butz is to
appear Thursday belore the
1'ouse Agriculture Committee for more discussions
of the fund cutoff, and
Abercrombie said he is
hopeful that congressional
pressure will bring a
resumption of federal aid to
fanners.
IF THE President doesn't
change his mind and the

Fl.'A refuses to permit use
of toe $1.S million to
guarantee commercial
loans. Abercrombie said.
"We'll be up the stump
"Our next alternative
would be to go to the legislature and ask them to come
up with some kind of escrow
or guarantee fund to do the
same thing we would do with
the $1.5 million. But I've
seen the budget and 1 just
don't know where the money
would come from." he said.
The disastrous fall harvest
with its rain and cold and
crops still in the field left an
estimated
65.000 Ohio
farmers eligible for
emergency assistance loans
averaging $5,000 if the
federal government releases
the money
Abercrombie
estimated
that about 25 per cent of
them would actually apply
for loans totalling $100
million if the federal government comes through

A.KxKil.d Pr«i W,..photo
Minnahoho Falls was transformed into long, prickly kkloi Monday at the
tomporatura dropped to a rocord low of -6 degrees in Minneapolis, Minn

Flu bug flies with new wings
NEW YORK (AP) - Are
there brand-new kinds of
kooky viruses running
around laying people low?
Many people could well
think so. from getting
ailments and miseries they
never had before. Like a
virus that likes to play
around just in your chest.

AiuKioted Frew Wir.photo

Sculptured
sprinters

With the seeming ability to leap cars in a single bound, these
two nude figures are actually metoi relay runners. The pieces
of modern sculpture, rite above a crowded parking lot in
Hannover, West Germany.

Or one specializing in
intestinal agonies, or mostly
making muscles hurt, or
seeing what degree of headache it can produce.
And. of course, there's the
super all-body
influenza
virus Are they new''
Some are or may be. in the
sense of being new strains or

"cousins" of already known
kinds of viruses.
Thus the London flu virus
is a new strain related to the
Pong Kong flu virus The
new strain was first isolated
in England in January 1972.
hence the name London
BUT THERE'S some
debate among experts
whether an entirely new
virus has or will come along
that our ancestors had never
experienced somewhere
along the line
If a truly new virus did
appear, it could escape
notice for a long time if it
caused only very mild

Math statisticians join faculty
Three mathematical
statisticians who formerly
comprised the Statistical
Laboratory of the Catholic
University of America in
Washington.
DC
have
joined the University's
mathematics department
The appointments of Dr.
Edgene Lukacs and Dr. R
C'Laha. professors, and Dr
VI K. Rohatgi. associate

professor, marked the end of
a three-year search for
specialists in statistics
Dr. L G. Graue. chairman
of the mathematics department, said their teaching
and research contributions
will help develop doctoral
programs in mathematics at
the University
THE PROGRAM recentlv

DOMINOS
352-5221
This coupon good
for 50< off on
any size DOMINOS
PIZZA
Free cokes not good with this coupon
One coupon per pizza

Expires Jan. 15. 1973

Kxford House
Clearance Sale
4.99
Jeans
5.99-7.99
Elephant Bells
5.99-7.99
Knit Shirts
5.99-6.99
Turtle Necks
28.88
Sport Suits
29.99
Sport Coats
6.99 and up
Baggies

received
preliminary
approval from the North
Central Association of
Colleges
and
Secondary
Schools,
the
region's
accrediting body
Final accreditation will
not come until several students graduate with doctoral
degrees in mathematics,
within one to two years. Dr.
Graue said

Dr. Lukacs. 66. studied at
the University of Vienna. IV
has taught at the Institute of
Technology in Vienna, at the
Sorbonne in Paris. France
and at The University in
Pull. England.
Dr. I.aha. 42. a native of
India, earned his bachelor,
masters and doctoral
degrees at Calcutta University.

PHOTOGS!
You need work; we need you
Gain valuable experience by working as a BG News Photographer.

Meeting
Wednesday, January 10
BG News Office
106 University Hall

Cherry Hill now has
2 full apartments *57-50
per
available 4-man apt. person
Single or double
vacancies still open
Special leases available
Facilities include
• 1 Vi Baths
• Wall to Wall Carpeting
• Central Heat and A/C
• Patio Grills
• INDOOR POOL
Contact Our Rental Agent at
741 HIGH ST.

352-6248

434 E. Wooster St.

Mrs 10-12. 1-6. Ml Everyday hat Wed.

Lots of free parking

Bates and Springer Inc., Managers

HE SERVED on the staff
of the Research and
Training School of the Indian
Statistical Institute in Calcutta.
Dr. Rohatgi. St, is also a
native of India.
i'e
graduated from the University of Delhi and earned his
doctorate at Michigan State
University.
1,'e was a professor at the
Catholic University of
America and a statistical
officer for the Municipal
Corporation of Delhi.

A

illness. There could be little
inclination to run tests to get
the idemiination or license
number of a virus involved
in very brief hit-run attacks
A truly new virus might
very well kill thousands ol
people, perhaps millions,
because humans had no immunity to it The situation is
analogous
to
primitive
peoples being decimated by
viruses, like smallpox. Introduced by visitors or hunters
who did have immunity
But there's no question the
virus-cold and flu season is
here
Flu may have
influenced the outcome of
the New Year's pro football
championship games by
having hit and weakened
some players.
THE NEW London flu is
one concern It's an A-type
of influenza like i'ong Kong
flu. which was blamed for
killing 27.900 Americans in
1968-69 and making hundreds
of thousands memorably
sick
It cannot yet be predicted
how widespread London flu
will be this year, said a
spokesman lor the Center
for Disease Control in
Atlanta. Ga
Possibly, he added, a
major part of the population
already has some immunity
from prior flu viruses The
currently
available
flu
vaccine should offer some
protection against (he new
strain.he said

UA0

*

Bridge Lessons
Begins - Wed., Jan. 10
7 to 9 Wayne Room. Union

SIGN UP NOW!

UA0 office 2-2343
GIRLS - GUYS
DO YOU KNOW ABOUT
STOCKS?

NO!
PLAY THE
'10,000 STOCK MARKET GAME
SPEAKERS, TRIPS, AWARDS
JOIN THE

Stock Market Clubl
SIGN-UP NOW-BABLDG.
MEETING
TUES., JAN. 9, 8:00 P.M.
WHITE DOGWOOD

THE
FLU
VIRUS
present! many mysteries,
including puzzlement over
exactly how new si rains
appear When a very dil
terent one comes along
previous vaccines usually
don't work againsl il
Some new Chinese-Ainei
ican cooperation Is exploring
some of the problems
Dr Robert Webster ol Si
Jude's Children's Research
Hospital in Memphis. Icon
visited China last fall, ami
returned with samples ol
virus that caused flu outbreaks in 1957 and 1971 l'c
now is growing those viruses
in his laboratory
There are two theories .is
to how a new strain or
mutant appears. Dr
Webster said
One is that it is simply a change in an existing form
of the virus The other is
that it results from a
recombination or genetic

interchange
between
i
human type ol t u us and one
thai affects animals »i
birds
A new strain can be lethal
\ worldwide flu epidemic in
191" is estimated to have
killed
MIMIC
21
million
people
including 500.000
Vmei leans
Asian tin in 1957 was
wicked and deadly So was
I'ong Kong Mil some 10 years
latei
Both ili>' \si.in and I'ong
Kong strains are known to
have originated in China
Di
Webster said
Bui
neithei was entirely new
each had been around In ihe
world before he added
Understanding how the
new strains originate might
Increase UM chaneea ot
preparing vaccines, in
advance foi defense when .i
deadly
new strain <f I<I
■ppeai

Symposium, concert
to be presented today
Dr Maleom Bilson. professor ol piano .ii Cornell
University, will give two performances loday on -i replica ol
Ihe concert fortepiano
I'e will present a symposium at 2 p.m on Playing
Mozart's Kavonte 'Piano' " and a concert ol H iydn Mozart
and t'lementi at 8 IS p.m, Both appearances will be in
Recital fall. School ol Music Bldg
The instrument used by Dr Bilson is an exacl replica ol .i
concert fortepiano built in 1773 by Johann \ndreas Stein
whose pianos were highly regarded bj Mozarl
Dr Bilson said the music ol Mozart. I'aydn and Ihe early
works ol Beethoven emerge willi then original clarity
delicacy and robustness on ihe fortepiano
Dr. Bilson joined the Cornell faculty In 1968 I'e plays with
the Cornell University Trio He devotes mosl ol his study to
the instruments of early periods
Both of Dr Bilson s appeal.mi es .u< free and open to the
public

UA0
Yoga Lessons
begin Tues. - Jan. 9 - 7 to 8
Alumni Room, Union
8 lessons for $10 00
Sign up now UAO office!
.

ALPHA SIGMA PHI
RUSH FUNCTION

Tuesday and
Thursday Nights
8-10 P.M.
ALL INTERESTED MEN
WELCOME
m

^wr^m9^>
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New strategy stops
7-game losing streak
By Fred R Orllip. Sports Editor
Third periods played a key role in
Bowling Green's hockey weekend .il
the Ire Arena
The Kaleon skalers tied a team
record ol seven straight losses Pridaj
when I'rovidenee College erupted lor
live goals in the third period lo lake a
M victory
Bui on Saturday HI; pui ihe clamps
on PC'S No I seonng line with some
new Strategy and hlanked Ihe Fi IJI s in
the third period lor a 5 3 win.
IT WAS ONLY Ihe seeond lime all
season Bt^ hat whitewashed Uieopposi
tion in Ihe third llama Ihe period Ihe
Falcons have been oiilscorcd. 5(1 28
overall
The win put Bowling (ireen s record
at 513. bul more importantly, il turned
ihe (earn in Ihe nghl direction in lime
tor ihe renewal ol Central Collegiate
i'oekey Association play
sun noi mathematically oul ol the
GCI'A race despite its 0-4 league mark
the Kaleons travel lo Si Louis this
weekend lor two eonlerenee bailies

IAA notes
Team basketball entries are now
available from fraternity and
residence hall athletic chairmen ai ihe
intramural office. 20i Memorial fall
Because ol a lack ol adequate lime
and facilities, only a limiled numbei ol
entries will be accepted Ihisyeai
Onlv coded entry forms available
Irom hall directors will be accepted
Irom residence hall learns and only Ihe
lirsl 75 entries Irom oil campus teams
will be accepted
All oilier entries will i>c accepted
only on a stand-by basis Entries an1
due today Play begins Jan 15.

CCHA
Overall CCHA
W-L-T W-L
PTS.
Lake Superior ■ .11-44 ...71 ... I8x
St. I.OUIS
.12-7-0... .1-1 ...6
Ohio State
11-2-1... 2-0 ...4
BOWLING (.It
5-13-0... St....0
U
OhioII
2-8-0.... 0-6
x-includes two 4 point games
Last Weekend
Providence9.1. BOWLING GREEN 6-5
Lake Superior 11-9. Ohio L 2 2

Boston College 8, st Louis S
Boston U 7, St Louis 1
Ohm Stale 10. St flair (I
with ihe Billlkens before facing home
games against ohio University Jan lo
21)
LAST WEEKEND Coach Jack
Vivian assigned center Gerrj Brad
bury and wings Kick Coslello and Paul
I'Ughes to shadow Providences Scan
Shanahan, John Martin and Dave
Kelly the line thai terrorised Bt; Friday w'llli three goals and nine assists
Tin1 strategy worked perfectly The
Shanahan line wont scoreless
"It's Ihe kind ol hockey an expansion
club plays againsl Ihe established
learns il looks like two old ladies Stillfishing," Vivian said
We let the other two lines do Iheir
regulai forechecking in ihe third
period, bul once then iProvidence's
top i line wenl on. Bradbury s line wenl
on.loo
VIVIAN EMPLOYED Ihe ItrategJ
after Providence looked like ii had only
one good seining line Ihe I list lime
Bti lias faced thai situation all season
"Another motive was the goal

lenders.' Vivian said
Their confidence is al an all-time low They're
handling loo many shots due to Ihe
wide-open style of hockey and they're
frustrated This way we cut down on
the number of shots they handle and.
thus, the number of goals "
The close-checking paid visible dividends midway through the third period
when Kelly was assessed a 10-minute
misconduct penally.
Thai broke up their line and after
thai they were very ineflective."
Vivian said "I don't think they had
more than three shots on goal.''
MIKE HARTLEY brought BG back
three tunes Irom one-goal deficits lo
earn his lirsl hat trick of Ihe season
Pis third goal came al 6:44 ol the third
period to tie ii up ai 3-9
Thai sel Ihe slage lor Boh Watson's
winner with I 31 lell in the game.
Bradbury added an open net goal
with :il seconds remaining lo cap BG's
lirsl victory since Ihe 4 3 conquesl ol
Western Ontario Dec 2
lii Friday's loss ihe Falcons showed

some signs of snapping mil ol their
losing ways
Led by Pole Badoui s goal and three
assists ami (iord McCosh's Iwo goals,
two assists, Ihe Kaleons slapped home
a pan nl goals late in Ihe second period
lo turn Ihe momentum Iheir way with a
5 4 lead
Bul the Knars started Iheir third
period explosion with Iwo goals in the
opening 31 seconds to lake a Ii 5 lead
Badoiir countered lo lie the score al
7 311 bul three more goals in the final
five minutes sealed BG's fate
The Kaleons III) Ihe goalpost with
sliols at leasl three limes and goallender Don Boyd was Ihe victim ol at
leasl five goals which were not directly
his fault

p_____
°

Mike Bortlty is the canter of attention after scoring tho second of his three goals
Saturday ogainst Providence. Heading the congratulating committee (from
left| is Bob Dobek, Steve Ball and Brian C.lentano

Dump cagers, 67-62

'Skins too much
By Kenny White
Assistant Sports Editor
OXFORD -It was a case ol loo little
and loo much
The FakoflS dropped their lirsl eonlerenee tilt against Ihe Miami lied
skins. 67-62. Saturday before 7.till) customers al Millelt Pail
The too-little element proved lo be
the deciding factor, as Ihe Kaleon

Strongest team'

MIAMI QUICKLY jumped lo a 7 0
lead belore Montgomery lound Ihe
range on a jump shol lo finally put BG
on Ihe scoreboard
Bowling Green 13-3 overall. 1-1
MAC i
played very Inconsistently
through Ihe lust half while Miami was
Irving lo cushion Us lead
Miami put a lot ol pressure on Ihe
Kaleon guards with smooth Operating
l.umpkm running the offense to perfection and spraying his patented fallaway jumpers all over Ihe court
Alter Ihe Kaleons got their offense
on the right track, ihey fought back
from a 10-point deficit BG went ahead
in Ihe contest. 23-22. for Ihe first time
on a Jeff Lessig bucket with seven
minutes left in the hall
Bul Ihe Redskins countered with
Lumpkin. their ace in the hole, who
scored on a short jumper to regain the
lead Miami then rattled off eight
Straight points when BG found itself
standing around again

spills tankers
News Special
CINCINNATI-Bowling Qreen I
swim team lound ihe University ol Cincinnati waters much loo treacherous
Saturday, losing ils second straight
dual meet. 84-29
The Bearcats, who lt(i coach Tom
Stubbs labeled as the toughest learn in
Ohio, were strong throughout then
roster, finishing lirsl in all but one ol
the 13 events
Number one they were just simply
belter than we were, and number two,
Ihe situation was not .very good
psychologically since we were missing
some ol our best swimmers. Stubbs
said
THE BG TANKERS have lost back
stroke ace Mike Scheanwald because
ol eligibility problems and were unable
to swim Ron Hinaldi because ol chesl
congestion
"We just wenl out and swam healthy
men in a lot oi different events,
Slubbs said
The only IKi \ ictory in the ineel was
by Joe Klebowski in the 50 yard free-

style Pe covered Ihe distance in 22 7
seconds
Klebowski also managed a second
place iimsii in the 100-yard freestyle,
swimming the evenl mil 2 seconds
OTHER SECOND-pl.ii c
linishcs
were by Tom Wolfl in Ihe 200-yard
butterfly, Dave Thomas In Ihe 200-yard
backstroke, Rich Carvelh in ihe f>oo
yard freestyle and Bill Wiltenmyer in
ihe 200 yard breaststroke
The remaining BG points were
scored by llunl place timshers Dave
Ryland in both Ihe 1.000 yard freestyle.
Steve Brcithaupt in the 200-yard freestyle Wolfl in ihe 200-yard Individual
medley. Jell McFarland in Ihe 200
yard butterfly, Bill Bradbury in Ihe
200-yard backstroke and Wayne
Chester in the diving even Is
Km Ihe most part our limes were
mediocre anil sometimes |MMII\"
Stubbs said
The swimmers now hold a dual meet
record of 0-2 aftei losing a Dec 9 meet
lo Eastern Michigan
ltd travels lo Kenyon Fridaj aftei
noon and returns to mecl Ohio I mvri
silv Salui da\ al theNalaloriiiiii

backcourt had plenty of trouble containing Phil Lumpkin. the Redskins
hot-shooting guard
Lumpkin. described by HG coach Pat
Paley as the best guard in the conference, enjoyed one of his better
offensive showings by pumping in 13 of
22 attempts from the field for a game
high 27 points
Pis outstanding leadership also
helped 10 hold the Redskins i8-2
overall. 2 0 MACl together in the
closing three minutes of action

Cornelius Cash splits a pair of defenders and moves in for a
two-pointer againsl the Miami Redskins Saturday. Despite a
team-high 23 points by Cosh, the Falcons lost Iheir first
league game, 67-62.

BG MANAGED to put eight more
points on (he scoreboard but it wasn't
quite enough lo calch the streaking
Redskins, who held a 38-31 lead at
intermission
At the start of the seeond half. BG
finally began lo play (heir style of ball
The Kaleons became intimidating
figures as Skip Poward and Cornelius
(ash began knocking Miami's shols

mi. i ihe next county
The momentum was suddenly on the
Kaleons side as fash and Brian Sean-

Ian connected on some important
buckets BG fought, scraped and
worked to get itself back into an
apparently lopsided game
With 6 54 (o go in the second half.
Montgomery pulled the Falcons into
within one point of Miami. 52-51. as he
hit from inclose
BUT Lumpkin again took matters
into his hands, scoring eight points to
give Miami a 60-51 lead
The Kaleons then went to their big
men if ash. Poward i after Montgomery fouled oul w nli 3 52 remaining
Once again BG got to within one point
of Miami (63-621 after Poward countered the Redskins Gary Dees bucket
with a short jumpshot
Miami pul the game on ice when
Lessig. who replaced Montgomery,
was called for charging into Rod
Diermger That gave the Redskins
possession ol Ihe ball with 55 seconds
left
Miami then went into its stall
ollense Poward fouled Rich Pampton
who sunk Ihe one-and-one situation to
give Miami its first MAC" victory
"It waan'l pretty, but it was a win.
Miami coach Darrell Pednc said in his
post game conference
It was a real
lough-fought battle by BG When we
had them down by nine, we didn't pul
them away, but Ihey didn't crack
either
HEDRIC CALLED Lumpkin the key
10 the Miami offense We thought we
could attack their IBGI guards, and
with Phil running the show he knew
when to give it off and when to shoot it
11 was just a super game for him.''
Lumpkins
performance overshadowed a great performance by Cash,
who bounced back from a sub-par
showing against Cincinnati. Cash
finished (he game as BG's top scorer
wilh 23 markers and a game high 18
rebounds
Montgomery finished with 18 points
while Scanlan added nine

Bellard happy despite loss to OU
News Special
ATPENS. O -The Falcon wrestlers
did as expected when they dropped
their opening match to Ohio University
Saturday. 29 11
However, Bowling (ireen coach
Bruce Bellard wasn't as disconsolate
as he might have been (he las( few
times his team has (angled with Ihe
Bobcats, three-time defending MidAmerican Conference champions
"I came away from there feeling a
lot better than I have in a long time."
Bellard said
The Falcons lost (hree nuuehes
involving freshmen competing in their
lirsl varsitydual meet
One of (hose bouts iTom Palls loss
al 134i and Steve Taylor s defeat at 158

Coaches named
MaWSpiaiaS by Steven I. Mensen

;,«»« f,

Dennis ON.il (left), wrestling at ISO, was on* of only two
winners in Saturday's loss against three-time MAC champion
Ohio Univ.tnly O'Neil decisioned Duano Fossler, 8-5, in BG i
N-llloss

University ol Michigan head looiball
coach Bo Sehembechler has added (wo
former
Bowling (ireen coaching
assistants to his stall.
Jack I'arbaugh. an assistant for two
soasons al Iowa, will be Ihe delensive
backfield coach Elliot UleUc. who has
been an assistant for two seasons al the
U.S. Naval Academy, will be ihe
interior line coach for the Wolverines.

were so close they could have gone
either way
In all. the Falcons had only Iwo win
ners and one who tied, but several ol
the losing scores were close enough to
keep the matches interesting, despite
the scores.
The winners were Kevin Dick 1II81
and Dennis O'Neil 11501 Junior Tom
Hall tHVYl tied in his encounter with
OU's Russ Ranno. deiending conference PVY runnerup
HALL'S PERFORMANCE, his first
in two years, was surprisingly as good
as thai of Dick, who won by pin and
gave the Falcons a short-lived 6-0 lead
Then freshmen I'mby Zamora 1I261
and Tom Pall (134 > were pin victims
belore another first-year man. Keith
Longley 11421. lost by decision
O'Neil won bul Taylor. Mike Melling
11671. Dave Neiset il77> and Dave
Wolfe 1190i were all outpointed before
(he other Tom Pall tied Ranno 2-2
Bellard said (he Falcons jusl
qpuldn'l overcome (he setbacks thai
followed Dick's opening victory
"THEY (THE Bobcats 1 were better
than we were, but the score should
have been closer." Bellard said.
"For example. Tom Pall I134I was
ahead 8-3 but got trapped and pinned."

be said
It never should have
happened And Taylor led iBobi
Tscholl until Tscholl tied him with a
takedown and won on riding time We
could have won those two matches just
as easily "
Taylor himselt was disappointed
about losing a one-point decision on
riding time
I led by 4-0 at one time, he said 1
leel I was better than him After that
1 lead 11 don t know what happened."
Melting said he thought Ol' "outconditioned" the Falcons

Ticket info
Bowling Green students will be
admitted
to Wednesday's and
Saturday s basketball games on their
basketball ID cards and no lickel
exchange is necessary Sludems may
also purchase game tickets for $1. and
visilings(uden( nckels lor $2
Plenty of $2 50 reserved seat tickets
are available for both games
This is the final week to purchase
basketball and hockey ID cards. Sales
will permanenlly end al 5 p.m. Friday
Basketball IDs are priced at S3 each,
and hockey IDs at $5
The Memorial Pall ticket office is
open weekdays from 8 a.m. unlil noon
and from 1-5p.m.

•THAT'S RIGHT." Taylor said
They outcondidoned us Tscholl was
in the Wilkes Tournament and the
Southern Open, and that's what beat

me."
Ol' participated in (he (wo wrestling
tournaments over Christmas vacation
while the Falcons stayed home for the
holidays.
Despiie las( Saturday's outcome.
Bellard sees better times ahead
"Maybe, just maybe, we're starting
to gel.'' he said. "We looked good for
the amount of time we had (o prepare
for if .(he match 1 1 think we'll get
better and 1 think the kids think that
That's what's important I ihink the
kids came away feeling we've got
some real possibilities in the league
race."
Next match is this Saturday a(
Miami

Refs needed
Experienced
intramural
basketball referees are needed
during winter quarter. Pay is
$1.70 per game. Application
forms are available in the IM
Office. 201 Memorial K'all.

